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INTRODUCTION 

1 
n tomorrow's world, universities, and in particular those with a strong 
rcsearch orientation, will face a new environment that carries new chal, 
lenges to their traditional way of doing business. Already, the 

lnformation/Technology (IT) Revolution is having a profound influence on 
universities, as is the ever,greater complexity of social and scientific problems 
facing today's world, developments that can only be expected to become 
more pervasive in the future. ln the near,term future, both the society in 
general and academia's prime product, the students it is charged with educat, 
ing and helping to develop into knowledgeable contributing citizens, are 
likely to make new and increasing demands on the teaching, research, and 
public service functions of universities. In rcsponse, universities will of neces, 
sity be forced to adjust to a decidedly new set of circumstances. Somc such 
changes are already underway. ln partlcular, the past dccade has witnessed 
new cmphasis, evident at virtually all levels of academia, on multidisci, 
plmary, or even truly interdisciplinary, teaching and research. While th1s 
ncw thrust carries with it the promise of providing importantly increased 
understanding of problem areas that previously "slipped through the cracks," 
it cmbodies also the potential for unforesecn deletcrious results-the produc, 
tlon of st:udents, of teaching programs, and of research results that, though 
broadly based, arc intellectually shallow, lacking in the dcpth of knowledge 
fundamental to proper understanding. 
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There can be little doubt that throughout the academic world, walls 
between disciplines and departments are becoming increasingly permeable. 
But as this development takes place, as universities organize themselves t:o 
carry out this nontraditional role, it presents a potential peril that can be 
offset only if institutions of higher education find means to avoid sacrificing 
their commitment to in-depth excellence while at the same time meeting 
their mission to educate effectively the future leaders of society and its citi
zenry. It is easily predictable that the societal and scientific problems of 
tomorrow will be even more complex and multifaceted than those of today. 
In recognition of this, academia has begun to prepare the next generation l'o 
address such problems by establishmg programs, both in teaching and in 
research, that combine knowledge of two or more of the conventional disci
plines with an understanding of how such multidisciplinary concepts inter
mesh. In the future, the crossing of boundaries between conventionally aca
demic disciplines, and comfortably doing so, will have becorne 
commonplacc. The prime questions are: how best can this transition be 
eased, and how, in a university setting, can the potential pitfalls inherent in 
interdisciplinarity be avoided? 

THE CASE FOR (AND AGAINST) INTERDISCIPLINARITY 1 

Most would agree that the defining mission of a university is to contribute to 
the understanding, advancing, and transmitting of knowledge and culture. In 
carrying out this all-important (if daunting) task, those who are engaged in 
the effort have carved the huge territory of human knowledge into a set of 
seemingly discrete subdivisions, each of which have themselves developed 
into independent fields, the various disciplines that define a university's 
departmental structure. Yet in many cases, these supposedly disparate fields 
are not truly independent. The natural world, for example, is made up largely 
of biology, chemistry, and geology--but taken together, not as separate cnti
ties as they are represented by the traditional departmental structure. Indeed, 
the real world is composed neither solely of the "life sciences" nor of the 
"physical sciences"-it is an interlocking mix of both. Yet on almost all uni
versity campuses, the natural sciences are divided into these same two great 
tribes-each with its own "homeland" and each with its own set of lorc, 
rules, and a common understanding of what, for it, constitutes "good sci
ence." With the exception of an occasional student (but almost nevcr a 
member of the faculty), few forage from one homeland into the other. There 
can be no doubt that this tribalism makes things simpler for all-leaming the 

1 This section has benefited from discussions w1th Professor Daniel K 1velson, Department 
of Chem1stry & Biochem1stry, University of Califom1a, Los Angeles. 
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ropes in a single subject is far easier than grappling with many. And it is 
undeniable that this structure has retumed great dividends; the strategy of 
leaming more and more about less and less has worked well. But in the pro, 
cess, a price has been paid, and the cost has been particularly high for those 
studying the natural world, where the life and physical sciences and their 
numerous component disciplines are intimatcly interconnected. ln essence, 
the acadcmy has fooled itself by partitioning Nature into intellectually man, 
ageable units that because of their constraincd focus have served to inhibit 
understanding of how the units corne togethcr to form the wholc. Over timc, 
tradmonal boundarics both of fields and of dcpartments change, sometimes 
leading to the emergence of ncw hybrid disciplincs-biochemistry, biophys, 
ics, geochcmistry, geophysics, and biogeology are good examples. The necd 
for and very existence of such hybrids well illustrates the inability of tradi, 
tional academic structures to address adcquately important interconnections 
in the world around us. 

The boundaries defi.ning departmcnts and the subjcct matter that each 
explores have dcveloped over a long history. Fostered by the traditional con, 
servatism of the academic community, this structure seems to have becn 
maintained largciy by a commitmcnt on the part of its practitioncrs to pro, 
tect their discipline,defined turf and, hencc, to prcserve the status quo, cven 
when the structure thus protected has corne to be outmoded and less than 
optimal. By and large, dividing lines between dcpartments have been based 
on a combination of discipline and methodology, a means of subdivision that 
brings together faculty and students having shared intcrests and that enables 
thcm to communicate with one anothcr and to formulate a coherent core 
curriculum. But, as intellectual interconnections bctween disciplines bccome 
increasingly recognized as salient and important, the traditional departmen, 
tal structure and its inherent lack of flexibility will more and more be seen to 
be wanting. Turf fights, already not uncommon, will become an accepted cost 
of academic life; conflicts betwecn nontraditional young turks and the firmly 
ensconced old guard will increasingly become prevalent. 

A lack. of flexibility is not the only weakness of the traditional departmen, 
tal structure. lndeed, some would argue that an cven more pemicious aspect 
is that it fosters rampant overspecialization. As such, it is unable to accom, 
modatc, let alonc encourage, promising efforts in areas overlapping among 
two or more mterrelated disciplines. This is not to deny that throughout 
much of the post, World War II period, markedly spccialized single d1sciplin, 
ary endcavors have produced bcneficial results, both in education and in 
rescarch. Yct, again, a price has bccn paid. It is of course important to "sec 
the trccs" and cven to know the workings of a given trce in cell by cell detail; 
but, if in that process the forcst and the surrounding landscapc are over, 
looked, then only a miniscule part of the picturc will have been viewed and 
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important understanding-knowledge easily accessible were relevant ques, 
tions asked-will have needlessly been lost. 

In many respects, the discipline,defined departmental structure has served 
academia well. But it has also failed, most notably in its lack of flexibility and 
its inherent drive toward ever,increasing specialization. Clearly, a move away 
from a structure based solely on single,discipline methodologically defined 
studies to one that is more flexible, inclusive, and that provides elbow room 
for interdisciplinary broad,picturc investigations, is very rnuch in order. Our 
call for such a move cchoes Glion colleague, Hans van Ginkel's catchphra'5e 
that "life is not divided into disciplines," a perceptive admonition to which 
wc would add that great intellectual challenges are not neatly divisible, 
either. 

In recent years, interdisciplinary teaching and research have been encour, 
aged widely, and though this plea has obviously been heard, the product gen, 
crated can most generously be characterized as mixed (a not unlikely out, 
corne of single discipline,trained faculty having to retool themselves to dcal 
with ancillary disciplines in which they previously had little knowledgc and 
only limited interest). Yet such intcrdisciplinary scholarship can be, and in 
some universities already has been, stimulated in major ways. Viewed from 
the vantage point of an economist, on the input, "supply sicle" of the equa, 
tion are included such factors as the rapid increases in scientific knowledge 
and technology (developments part and parcel of the IT Revolution), as well 
as those in molecular biology, biotechnology, and the exploration of space. 
And on the outcome, "demand sicle," is the increasingly growing need to 
educate govemment officiais, scholars, and the population at large so that 
thcy can more fully understand and effectively formulate solutions to alreacly 
emerging problems of tomorrow's world. In such a view, both the supply sicle 
and the demand sicle of the equation constitute stimuli--one pushing and 
the other pulling toward the same result-and taken together, they are likely 
to be rcinforced by other pressures emanating from the body politic, as well 
as an overall concem that the system be cost,effective. The world of tomor, 
row willl require broad,gauged men and women, knowledgeable not only 
about particular "trees" but about the forest such trees comprise and the land, 
scapc in which they thrive-contributing members of society who can sce 
and understand the interconnectedness of the world around them and adapt 
themselvcs rcadily to new circumstances and challenges. 

Let us hasten to stress, however, that it would be an crror to view interdis, 
ciplinary scholarship as something totally new, some novcl, heretofore 
unimagined breakthrough in higher education. Indeed, breadth of knowledge 
has been a prime goal of cducated societies ovcr the millennia, just as 
breadth of scholarship has been a principal goal of universities worldwidc. 
Even today, the modem "Renaissance Scholar", broadly cducated and able to 
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apply that breadth to great multifaceted problems, is both a hallmark and 
icon of Western cultural imagery. The Leonardo DeVincis of the past, and 
the Carl Sagans and Stephen Jay Goulds of modern times, have distinguished 
themselves by being able to draw on the knowledge of a number of disci, 
plines and to bnng together and interconnect the diverse concepts and 
insights those disciplines encompass. 

So, breadth of knowledge is not an attribute newly valued in academia. 
Nor are collaborative efforts among scholars and sc1entists of differing back, 
grounds. What is new is the drive toward more and more productive interac, 
tions and a realization that however desirable such interactions may be, thcy 
are actively discouraged by the currcnt dcpartment,dominated structure of 
universitles and can be accomplished effcctively only if the interacting par, 
tics are conversant with, and appropriately knowledgeable about, the differ, 
ing disciplines involvcd. 

G1vcn the current structure of universities, and the deeply ingrained loyal, 
ties of university faculty to thcir disciplines, it is abundantly clear that the 
transition toward increasing intcrdisciplinarity must take a form that is con, 
sonant with the continucd important rolc of departmcnts in univcrsity 
affairs. Indeed, the transition can be eased only if it is seen to enrich depart, 
ments in ways thcy regard as beneficial and supportive, rather than being 
viewed as irrclevant fluffery that occupies faculty tlme and effort to no good 
cause or, even worse, as a tangible threat to the continued existence of the 
department structure. In other words, the transition should be cvolutionary, 
rather than rcvolutionary, bascd on the realization that because univcrsities 
arc rulcd largely by what Frank Rhodes, President emeritus of Cornell Uni, 
versity, has aptly termed "the tyranny of the department," to gain a foothold 
any new structure must not only coexist with departments, but must be 
viewed by faculty as being overtly supportive of departmental goals. And 
though to some traditionalists it may secm countcrintuitive, it is in fact true 
that in many respects interdisciplinary programs can bencfit departments in 
important ways. Carried out properly, such programs can not only broaden 
and deepen dcpartmental perspectives and cnhancc the effectiveness of 
dcpartmcnts by playing the role of an effective symbiotic partner, but thcy 
can also provide a useful vehiclc for exploration of previously uncharted ter, 
ritory, of intellectual terra incognita that, if explored successfully, can lead to 
establishment of ncw departmcnts and new structures that benefit the uni, 
versity as a whole. Altogether, heightencd interdisciplinarity can help uni, 
versitics not only to bettcr preparc students for the world of tomorrow, but by 
advancing the dynamic character of a university can help it to achieve its full 
potcntial. 

A few cavcats, however, arc in order. Although interdisciplinarity clearly 
is nota passing fad, it is nota panacea, cither. Teaching and researching sub, 
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jects at the heart of a discipline should, and no doubt will, continue to be 
basic to the fmest in higher education, evcn as the crossing of academ ic 
boundarics gains increasing acceptance. 

For the good of the academy, and the bcnefît of the society as well, the 
steps taken in this new direction should be deliberate, measured, and-above 
all-dcsigned to assure acadcmic excellence. As universities pursue this new 
path, acadcmic rigor must continue to be the gold standard by which such 
institutions arc judgcd. A grcat challenge will be to foster a sound flexible 
balance betwecn the already well~founded efforts within a given discipline 
and the newer ones that seck to expand the scope of inquiry in an interdisc1~ 
plinary direction, and at the same time assure the maintenance of rigor and 
excellence in both. 

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE TO DATE? 

While attempts to introduce full~blown intcrdisciplinary programs in a uni~ 
versity setting have to the prescnt met with rathcr mixed results, it would be 
a mistake to overlook the lessons leamed. Indeed, some such arrangements 
have worked reasonably well, though given the single~discipline backgrounds 
of most of the faculty involvcd it would be naivc to imagine that in the not~ 
so~distant future even better programs having far better results will be in the 
offing. The successes with which we are most familiar are those that have 
taken place atour home institution, the University of Califomia, Los Ange~ 
les (UCLA). There, for example, the departments of Chemistry and of Bio~ 
chemistry, both widcly regarded as world~class, mcrged some years ago into a 
single interdisciplinary department. Similarly, the Departments of Botany 
and Zoology merged to become Biology, latcr to be reorganized into two 
decidedly interdisciplinary units, the Departments of Organismic Biology, 
Ecology & Evolution and of Molecular, Cell & Developmental Biology. In 
other instances at UCLA, members of prcviously estabhshed departrnents 
have expanded their allegiances to form the core of new interdisciplinary 
organizations. Examples include the Molecular Biology Institute, the Insti~ 
tute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, the Institute for Social Science 
Research, the Institute of the Environment, and numerous centcrs (c.g., the 
notably interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of 
Life). Other universitics have established similar structures-for example, in 
1996, Stanford University founded its Center for Comparative Studies in 
Race and Ethnicity, an interdisciplinary unit that by 2001 had attracted from 
various departments nearly one hundred faculty engaged partly or wholly in 
interdisciplinary teaching and research (Stanford University Center for 
Comparative Studics in Race and Ethnicity, 2001). Examples such as these 
are not uncommon and often involve faculty of the professional schools-of 
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business, planning, engineering, medicinc, law, and cducation-, teachers 
and rcscarchers who thcmsclvcs have backgrounds in diverse academic disci, 
plincs. 

Thus,, while at least limitcd opportunities for interdisciplinary teaching 
and research alrcady cxist in many univers1ties, in ycars to corne more and 
more internal walls will be breached. The shift toward grcatcr interdiscipli, 
narity must be gradual rather than abrupt, a natural evolutionary develop, 
ment that reflccts the changing times rathcr than bcing a structure put in 
place by fiat. lndeed, for such a transition to corne to fruition, it cannot sim, 
ply be mandated by a university's administration or by such bodies as a Board 
of Rcgcnts or a state legislature. Rather, the impetus for such a shift should 
corne ideally from those who arc destined to carry it out-the teacning and 
researching faculty. ln great American universities, it is usual for the 
dccision,making process to be shared by administrators and faculty, an 
arrangement termed "shared govemance" that is not only common but is 
univcrsally acceptcd as bcing ncccssary for the assurance of acadernic exccl, 
lcncc. Thus, now, at the bcginnings of the transition, the collective wisdom 
of the administration and faculty, both, should be marshalled to define an 
appropnate balance between single discipline and multidisciplinary units, 
and to begin to chart a path by which this balance can most fruitfully 
dcvelop in the future. Bccause a university administration controls the purse 
strings of the institution, advocacy of the transition by university administra, 
tors will prove crucial to its success. lt will be important for the university 
administration to assume a strong leadership role by providing a climate 
favorable for faculty to engage increasingly in interdisciplinary endeavors. 
But, as in virtually all changes in academia, cven more significant is the fac, 
ulty's support, since it is they who will need to rethink their traditional alle, 
giances, retool tnemselves to effectuate the change, and, most importantly, 
carry it out. 

Encouragement of the changes envisioned can take a variety of forms. Fer, 
haps the least intrusive and least controversial approach is that involving 
activities of individual faculty who seek out others in one or more othcr 
departrncnts with whom to carry out interdisciplinary teaching and/or 
rcscarch. A second approach can be more formal and takc place under the 
aegis of an umbrella organization, such an an interdisc1plinary institute or 
centcr, givmg rise to collaborative activities in teaching and/or research that 
break clown traditional barriers. Under an arrangement such as this, faculty 
members may e11ther retain thcir departmental association or be members 
solcly of the interdisciplinary unit (the latter affiliation bcing preferable in 
some situations, inasmuch as it serves to negate misgivings rather common 
on the part of departmental colleagues that those involved in such endeavors 
have "d1vided loyalties"; are engaged in scholarship beyond the scope the 
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departmental faculty can comfortably evaluatc; and are likely to be "jacks of 
all trades but masters of none," scholars less able than full,fledged depart, 
ment members). In this regard, young faculty are particularly vulnerable. 
Because the youngest in academia are often closest to the society from which 
they have only reccntly emerged, thcy are also often the most insightful 
about the emergent trends and nceds of that society. But if such young mem, 
bers of the academic community fear that formal association with multi· or 
interdisciplinary endeavors or units may interfere with their promotion 
within a department, they may be reluctant to assume such a risk-an under, 
standable position that nonetheless is detrimental to themselves, the future 
of thcir umversity, and the society in gcneral. 

ACADEMIC BORDER CROSSING IN UNDERGRADUATE 
EDUCATION 

Despitc the recent upsurge in multidisiplinary or interdisciplinary activincs 
in academia-or, perhaps bccause of this very upsurge, and the threat it is 
perccived by some to represent-wc use herc the more neutral phrase "aca, 
demie border crossing," a terminology that wc hope can be viewcd as devmd 
of the ncgative connotations associated with the more commonly uscd 
buzzwords. As stated carlier, tt is our vicw that the world of knowledgc ts not 
neatly divided into distinct compartments, the academic disciplines that 
form the basis of modem univcrsity departmcnts. Thus, tt seems tous that a 
forward,looking undcrgraduatc education requires that significant parts of its 
curriculum be interdisciplinary, and wc see this as bcing particularly impor· 
tant both at the beginning of undcrgraduatc cducation-whcn a studcnt is 
most ltkely to be open to ncw tdcas and ncw ways to explore the world and 
can most profitably be made awarc of the mterconnectedness of the various 
disciplines--and at the conclusion of that education, preferably in a small · 
class scminar format where the disparate fields and facts to which a studcnt 
has been cxposcd can be brought togcthcr into a rneanmgful whole. And we 
think also that such courses must be taught by a ncw breed of faculty who 
have bccn cducatcd in, and arc thcmselvcs knowlcdgcablc about, the diverse 
disciplines involvcd. In short, wc belicvc that in this or somc stmilar manncr, 
univcrsitics can bcgm, now, to prcparc studcnts to fonction cffcctivcly in 
tomorrow's cvcr,changing multifacctcd and incrcasingly complcx world, 
whcre thcy will be confrontcd with a nccd for undcrstanding knowledgc thai
oftcn crosses today's traditional disciplinary boundarics. 

Such a curriculum would bcgin to givc studcnts the sort of solid founda
tion thcy arc certain to rcquirc, not only in thcir professions but for thcir 
dcvelopmcnt as productive, contribut:ing citizens cquipped to lcad richly sat
[sfymg li vcs. T oward this end, wc think that undcrgraduatc cducation should 
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expose st:udents to the knowledge and workings of the natural and social sci, 
ences, as well as the humanities and the arts. In particular, undergraduatcs 
should in the sciences become acquaintcd with paradigms, tools, and their 
analysis, so they can appreciate their usefulness and apply them as critical 
thinkers;. in the humanities, be introduced to and inspired by "primary 
sources," particularly works of enduring value; and in music and the visual 
arts, be stimulated to value and undcrstand how the beauty and aesthetic 
power of such crcative contributions give life meaning and pleasure. More, 
over, wc think it important that programs be established to enable students 
to gam appreciation of the defining values, necessary rigor, and mherent 
excitcment of participating in a leaming/discovery environment in which 
thcy are stimulated to make a logical assessmcnt of qualitative and quantita, 
tivc information and to define not only the contours but the center of chal, 
lenging problem arcas and to engage in thcir analysis. 

Further, and while we envision an appropriate undergraduate curriculum 
to be ba:sed on, and in great measure to be keyed to the core knowledge of 
the basic disciplines, we think that it is imperative also for it to include the, 
matie courses that emphasize intellectual interconnections. A pilot program 
that involves just such an approach has recently been introduced at UCLA, 
a Frcshman, Year "Cluster System" of courses that received its impetus from a 
1997 faculty,administration study that sought to update and improve under, 
graduate education. lts centerpiece is a First, Ycar Clustcr Course, a inte, 
grated, t:eam,taught, interdisciplinary series of three courses to be taken 
sequentially over the three academic quarters of the Freshman year. Students 
arc pcrmitted to select one such course from among ten or more offered each 
year, with each cluster being devoted to a broad theme. 

This endeavor provides a vehicle for emphasizing such fundamental intel, 
lectual principles as the interconnectedness of the traditional academic disci, 
plines; the importance to sound scholarship of critical thinking, integrative 
leaming., and use of primary scholarly works; the overriding need to an edu, 
cated persan for mastery of basic communicat10n skills, both verbal and by 
use of the written word; and the value to a participatory democracy of cul, 
tural diversity, pluralism, equality of opportunity-citizenship. lt is common 
for these courses to present the fundamentals of as many as four or five tradi, 
tional disciplines, providing an introduction to the subject matter that forms 
the basis of various departments and thus servmg as a patent dcpartmental 
"recruiting tool." Moreover, at their best, the courses are designed to stimu, 
late the students' imagination and intellectual creativity, factors crucial to 
their development that too often have been largely expunged during pre, 
university years by its emphasis on memorizatlon and "leaming to pass the 
test." During the first two academic quarters, instruction consists of lectures 
by faculty taught in concert with graduate student,led discussion sections 
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and intensive English composition tutorials. In the final, third, course in the 
sequence, each student enrolls m one of a number of small "satellite 
courses"--each of which focuses on tapies that radiate from a cluster's theme 
and wh[ch most commonly take the form of a "graduate level" seminar expe
rience but, depending on the subject matter, may involve hands-on labora
tory studies (e.g., in clusters centered on aspects of biology, chemistry, or 
computer science) or involve extensive fieldwork (e.g., in those focusing on 
geology or archaeology) (University of Califomia at Los Angeles, 1997). 

A prime example of such a cluster course is that entitled "Citizenship and 
Ethnicity in the United States," a course that takes as its central problem the 
question of what it means, and has meant, to be an American. (The facult:y 
involved approach the subject from perspectives that link sociological and 
anthropologieal theory with literature interpretation, constitutional law, and 
historical analysis. In preparing and teaching the course, faculty with back
grounds in sociology, anthropology, ethnie studies, English, foreign lan
guages, law, and history collaborate in an effort that emphasizes the points of 
convergence, as well as those of conflict, among their various fields). 

Other such recent examples have focuscd on the immigrant experience 
(from the perspectives of literature, anthropology, law, history, and various 
social sciences); the theater as a projection of politieal power (an examina
tion of Greek drama, French drama during the reign of Louis XIV, and the 
Chinese dramatic tradition-a cluster taught by faculty from theater arts, 
history, political science, classics, and various language departments); the 
meaning and nature of democracy (involving faculty from the arts, humani
tics, social sciences, and law ); and a cluster entitled "Origin and Evolution of 
the Cosmos and Life" (encompassing subject matter extending from the ori
gin of the uni verse to the origin and evolution of life, including humans, and 
taught by faculty with expertise in astronomy, geology, atmospherie sciences, 
biochemistry, genetics, b1ology, and anthropology-a subject and faculty 
quite effectively bridging the gap betwcen the physical and life sciences). 

Altogether, these cluster courses are designed to stretch students' minds 
beyond the confines of any single discipline and to encourage them to con
sider a more global and inclusive view of key events, phenomena, concepts, 
and methods. The joint efforts of the faculty involved emphasize both the 
points of intersection and of opposition among the various fields considercd. 
Where such theory, methods, and findings diverge, students can leam how 
different: approaches may complement one another and investigate the impli
cations of the intellectual dissonances that separate them." (University of 
Califomia at Los Angeles, 1997). 

Teaching of interdisciplinary cluster courses can and often does have far 
reaching side-effects for the faculty participating. In partieular, their horizons 
can be broadened markedly, as they become increasingly knowledgeable 
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about othcr interrelated disciplines and the concerns, theories, and methods 
of analysis typical of ancillary fields. Moreover, the teaching cxperience can 
have a "spillover effect" by fostcring useful interactions that lead to produc~ 
t1vc interdisciplinary research collaborations. In short, givcn the balkaniza~ 
tion typical of today's univcrsities, involvemcnt in such a program can have 
dccidcdly beneficial results. 

MOUNTING A UNIVERSITYWIDE EFFORT TO FOSTER 
ACADEMIC BORDER CROSSING 

As wc suggested earlier, it would be both inappropriate and unwise for a uni~ 
versity presidcnt or other high administrator to mandate the adoption of 
intcrdisciplinarity; in most excellent universitics, any such ordcr "from on 
high" would be met with unrelenting stiff resistancc. Indced, in Amcrican 
universities, shared governance has bccome such a major driving force that 
no selhespecting faculty would permit itself to be so dictated to. This is not 
to suggest, however, that the aims of the univcrsity administration are not 
only salient, but are crucial to the success of such a venture. In fact, an 
administration convinced that such a move is in the best interest of its uni~ 
versity could-and we think, would, if that administration is sensitive and 
perccptive-offer its faculty enticing opportunities and funding that would 
encourage thcm to voluntarily Join and participate in such an undertaking. 
Encouragement would have to be public, advocacy strong, and funding 
would have to be at a level high enough to command the attention of a criti~ 
cal mass of the university's most distinguished faculty. 

However, raising the overall intcrest of a univcrsity faculty in interdiscipli~ 
nary undcrtakings requircs more than public encouragement and more than 
merc funding, even at a gcnerous level. The leadership of the univcrsity must 
gencrate cnthus1asm-for key faculty, in particular, an cnthus1asm probably 
best shown by example. Thematic focuses must be found and effectively 
articulatcd. Faculty of the highest quality, espccially those having multiple 
talents and diverse interests, must be attracted to the program, so that the 
bar delineating succcss is set high and academic excellence is upheld. Success 
w1ll be facilitated as the value and rigor of the program become generally 
appreciat:ed across the university, and as departments see both that their par~ 
tic1pating faculty have benefitcd from involvemcnt in the program and that 
studcnts emanating from it arc appreciably more perceptive, insightful, and 
bettcr able to tackle the standard acadcmic disciplines than those who have 
not participated. 

Given what we perceive to be academia's certain answer to the needs of 
tomorrow's society--an inexorable shift toward increasing emphasis on inter~ 
disciplinarity in university education-yet coupling that perception with 
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what wc view to be a natural reluctance on the part of departmental facultics 
to embrace this changing emphasis, we suggest that special impetus may be 
required to bring this change to fruition. In particular, it seems tous that the 
change could be facilitated, and encouraged to occur in a way that would 
assure the success both of departments and of new interdisciplinary initia, 
tives, were a structure established to coordinate, guide, and fond faculty, 
initiated interdisciplinary incentive centers. The principal goals of such a 
coordinating unit would be two,fold: 

• To foster increased interdisciplinary collaboration among faculty of 
diverse academic disciplines, both in undergraduate and graduate 
teaching and in scholarly research, and to thereby break clown long, 
established departmentally defined barriers. 

• To foster innovation in education and research by encouraging dis, 
semination of understanding about, and investigation of, emergent 
fields of knowledge, nov el areas of inquiry that do not fit comfortably 
into the traditional discipline,defined structure. 

To at:tain the first goal, faculty from diverse department:s could construct 
courses and teaching programs that bring together, "coalesce," traditionally 
disparate areas of inquiry, and by doing so, show the interrelatedness of such 
areas and the commonality of the various approachcs needcd to achieve firm 
knowledge of the subject matter addressed. Such team teaching would pay 
special attention to the interconnections among the disciplines involved, 
and the emphasis of the course and curriculum thus constructed woulcl be 
thematic rather than primarily methodologtcal. The same would hold for the 
collaborative research, where such coalescence of investigative efforts by fac, 
ulty and graduate students from diverse backgrounds would be fostered. In 
bath teaching and research, work at the penpheries of the traditional d1sci, 
plines, and m their many areas of ovcrlap, would be emphasized and cncour, 
aged. 

Attainmcnt of the second goal-that of snmulating deepcr understanding 
and active investigation of areas of knowlcdge that because of their very 
newncss arc far removcd from the heart of the traditional disciplincs-would 
be more difficult. Yet progress in this direction is achicvable, if the right set of 
people from the right set of disciplines can be brought together at the nght 
time and place. Clearly, there would be a need to engage faculty who repre, 
sent diverse disciplines. But the faculty involved would also have to be able 
to "think out of the box," able to idcntify emcrging fields, to place those 
fields m the context of a future that is as yet unknown, and on such bases to 
outline how academia might best prepare for that future, howevcr it devel, 
ops. (Clearly, this is asking a lot. Many acadcm1cs arc rcasonably skillful at 
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thinking about and understanding the past. But what is required here-a 
matter of looking toward the future-is a rare talent. Still, it is just such 
thinking that academia now needs. The future is sure to be différent from the 
past or prescnt, and academia must adjust. Thosc universities that have the 
foresight to now become prepared will have placed themselves in a position 
to make a differcnce in the years to corne.) Difficult and as unorthodox as 
such thinking may be, the intellectual adventure it entails-crucial to the 
abili ty of academia to respond to the nccds of tomorrow's world-could be 
cncouraged by administrative funding of novel thematic undertakings that 
rcpresent promising terrains for future intellectual devclopment. 

lmtially, arrangements toward such ends would necessarily have to rely on 
voluntary participation of the faculty involved and be undcrstood to be both 
experimental and (in terms of normal univcrsity operations) relatively risky. 
Thus, wc suggest that from their inception, such arrangements be viewed as 
pilot projects, programs from thcir start are established as having firm "sunset 
clauses" that call for their discstablishment at dates fixed. From the outsct, 
therefore, such programs would have only a temporary charter, and could not 
becomc permanent fixtures of the university structure. And though formally 
disestablished at the end of thcir tenures, if rigorous and thorough review 
wcre to show that one or another of these centers had during its existence 
proved all but indispensable to meeting the goals of the univcrsity (or, per, 
haps, if it had attracted sufficient extramural funding to justify its continued 
existence), it would be permitted to cvolvc into a new more permanent 
unit-the relatively few such projects judged worthy of having permanent 
status would become transformed into regular academic units, departments or 
somc other construct more consistent with future university organization. An 
arrangement such as this carries the potential for no less than a rebirth of 
higher education, for providing a mechanism that not only capes with but 
cnhances in an appropriatc and innovative way the need of academia to 
adjust to the changing world. 

Other requirements of the arrangement we envision include a symbiotic 
relation between any such newly cstablished construct and existing depart, 
mcnts; a robust mcntoring of students who join faculty in exploration of the 
novel, "risky," research areas involved; participation of faculty of the highest 
quality; and sufficient funding to support the entcrprisc. One example of such 
a program is a recent undcrtaking at the University of Califomia, Irvine, 
which addrcsses the novel question of whether-and if so, how and in what 
spccific ways-music contributes to development during childhood. Broadly 
interdisciplinary, the rcsearch carricd out has involved physicists, chemists, 
psychotherapists, musicians, and others. Additional examplcs could be cited 
( c.g., a study at UCLA of the policy implications of genome research, which 
brought togcther geneticists, ethicists, biochemists, psychologists, political 
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scientists, and economists), but the point seems clear-as the title of this 
volume suggests, the walls of academia are tumbling clown; like a tsunami, 
emphasis on interdisciplinarity is the wave of the future; universities that 
have the foresight to now become prepared will have placed themselves in a 

position to make a difference in the years to corne. 
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